Introduction
The genetic makeup of a natural population can be characterized by the allele frequencies in its gene pool. This has been done most thoroughly for genes whose protein products are known or whose DNA has been cloned (L EWONTIN , 1974 ; H ARTL , 1980) . But such obvious genetic variants often play a smaller role in the adaptability of a population than do the much more numerous polygenic factors that contribute to essentially every aspect of development (HoscooD & PARSONS, 1967 ; T HOMPSON , 1975 ; S PIESS , 1977 ; PARSONS, 198! ; H OFFMANN 8 1 al., 1985 (T HOMPSON , 1975 (T HOMPSON , , 1977 figure 6 . At a value of 2.0, for example, the standard deviation of environmental effects is as large as the phenotypic influence of a single « high » polygenic allele. Figure 6 shows the matrix correlations of interstrain distances that result from increasing environmental effects. Each correlation is calculated by comparing 2 matrices of K-S values. In the initial matrix there is no environmental variance. This is contrasted with a comparable matrix in which a given level of random environmental effects has been included.
When 25 progeny were used to provide an assessment of the phenotypic distribution within a strain ( figure 6 A) One (the A l allele) was assigned a phenotypic effect of 2.0, and the other allele (A 2 ) had no effect on the base phenotype of 10. The sampled population had allelic frequencies of A l = A 2 = 0.5.
A total of 25 isofemales were randomly sampled from the population producing 25 strains. Figure 7 represents a UPGMA cluster analysis of these strains. Three levels of environmental variation were compared : (a) no environmental variation, (b) environmental variation equal to half the effect of allele A', and (c) environmental variation equal to the A l allele's effect.
In figure 7 A, four clusters are evident. The first includes 4 isofemale strains (1, 12, 17, and 22) . These represent strains produced from parents that are both homozygous for the « high allele A'. The parents of strains in the second cluster, beginning with strain 2 and ending with strain 10, have a total of two A l alleles, except strains 10 and 5 which have three A l alleles each. Cluster three (strains 4 through 11) has a single A l and three A 2 alleles. Cluster four contains only strain 13, which is homozygous for the A 2 allele. With the exception of strains 10 and 5, the lines segregate into clusters according to their genetic makeup.
When the environmental component is 1.0 (figure 7 B), similar groups of strains can still be identified using the UPGMA cluster analysis. The major difference was the placement of strain 10. In the initial analysis (figure 7 A), strain 10 was depicted as the most divergent strain in the second cluster and was one of the 2 strains in which the frequency of A l was 0.75. In figure 7 B, strain 10 joins after the second and third cluster are combined. Other changes in strain associations occur within each of the clusters, although these reflect only minor modifications in the associations among genetically similar strains. Accepted February 24, 198ti. 
